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Introduction1Over the last twenty years urban areas from small town main 

streets to the downtown districts of the largest cities have 

developed wayfinding and identity systems to enhance their 

brand , ease navigation, and reinforce key destinations.  Given 

the recent economic challenges jurisdictions face, effective 

wayfinding systems have taken on a revitalized importance. 

Communites have demonstrated a heightened interest in effective 

wayfinding systems due to a desire to enhance the economic 

sustainability of jurisdictions. These important wayfinding projects 

have developed to the point where they have been integrated 

in the Manual for Traffic Control Devices, published in magazine 

and books, and accepted as part of municipal bond and other 

financing programs.

Yet there is very little information available to planners and city 

officials who want to develop these programs and learn from the 

cities that have been most successful. Information that is crucial 

for developing projects that often take at least two years to go 

from conception to final installation. In addition there is little 

support to help city leaders make the case for spending the effort 

and dollars to make these programs possible.

This workbook and complementary education program is focused 

on providing the tools to develop programs, from financing, to 

conceptualization, to the approval process, to implementation, 

and finally ongoing management. The workbook will also provide 

best practices from successful programs and guidance for hiring 

sub-consultants including designers and fabricators. Finally the 

book will provide a current roadmap for the approval process with 

community leaders, government officials, and other stakeholders.

The International Sign Association hopes that towns and cities will 

be encouraged to use the tools and guidance to take a leadership 

role in developing a program that enhances their community. 

Given the recent economic challenges jurisdictions 
face, effective wayfinding systems have taken on a 
revitalized importance. 
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What Comprises a
Wayfinding System3Successful systems utilize common design cues 

including color, typography, shape, logo, material, 
or nomenclature.

What Comprises a Wayfinding System?
Wayfinding systems mean different things to different 

people based on their experience. Wayfinding can be 

experienced on a highway, in a park, or in a pedestrian mall. 

The key to successful wayfinding in urban areas is how 

these different experiences are linked.

Peeling the Onion
A wayfinding system has many moving parts that fit 

together.  To structure how all these elements work it is 

important to look at the individual elements as a series 

of layers that a visitor encounters when experiencing an 

urban environment starting at the vehicular edges of the 

region and continuing into downtown, and finally pedestrian 

main streets and destination.  While all of these layers of 

experience do not need to be clearly linked through design, 

successful systems utilize common design cues including 

color, typography, shape, logo, material, or nomenclature.
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What Comprises a Wayfinding System

Gateways and Area Identification

Gateways define the entry into a distinct place with 

a defined identity. Gateways exist on a number of 

levels in an urban area including:

Regional Gateways: Sign and landmarks that 

identify entrance to a regional area which can 

include government entities (states and counties), 

heritage areas, and economic zones (Industrial and 

commercial corridors.

City Gateways: Signs and landmarks that identify 

a city or town. City gateways can be freestanding 

or attached to other landmarks including bridges, 

buildings and parks.

District and Neighborhood Gateways: Signs that 

identify a unique district in a city. These can include 

clearly defined mixed use districts (Downtown, 

Chinatown, Historic District), neighborhoods, and 

large park areas.

Area Identification: Signs that identify less defined 

areas with distinct cultural (art districts), commercial 

(Main street corridors or areas of unique commercial 

entities) or political (Government nodes) importance.

Wayfinding Systems Elements

From top to bottom: Miami Beach City Gateway, Merje Design Associates; 
Highland Park Neighborhood Gateway, Cloud Gehshan Associates; 
Narberth Borough Bridge Gateway, VSBA

From top to bottom: Haverhill London Borough Gateway, Jason Bruges Studio;
King of City Prussia Gateway, King of Prussia BID
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What Comprises a Wayfinding System

Downtown and Neighborhood Signs: These 

smaller scale vehicular signs are located inside of 

downtowns, neighborhoods, and districts. They 

direct to a large range of destinations and parking. 

These signs can also include trailblazers that lead 

motorists back to interstate and state roads.

Pedestrian Wayfinding Signs
Design elements that direct pedestrians to 

destinations inside of a defined district or 

neighborhood. Pedestrian wayfinding can consist 

of three key elements:

Pedestrian Directional Signs: Signs that direct 

pedestrians directly to destinations.

Vehicular Wayfinding Signs

These elements direct motorists to districts, cities, 

parks, heritage areas, destinations, and parking. 

Vehicular wayfinding  is meant to be seen at high 

speeds in public right of ways, and is heavily 

regulated by departments of transportation. These 

signs include:

Controlled Access Road Signs : Signs that direct 

to destinations on the interstate highway system. 

These signs are designed and planned based on 

strict Federal Highway Administration guidelines and 

are administered by the individual states.

Regional Signs: Signs that direct to cities, parks, 

agricultural facilities (golf courses/wineries), 

institutional and commercial destinations, and 

heritage areas outside of urban areas. Regional 

signs can be administered by state bodies, by 

individual counties, or by aggregated counties 

and towns. These signs often include distance 

information.

Large Scale Signs: In urban areas outsides of 

downtowns and neighborhoods these signs direct to 

large scale destinations and urban districts.

From top to bottom: Atlantic City Expressway Signs;
Gore Valley Regional Wayfinding, Corbin Design;
Port of Los Angeles Wayfinding Sign, Selbert Perkins

Portland Riverfront combined Directional/Maps/Identity, Mayer Reed
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Map Signs: Pedestrian maps that defines the urban 

district and the key landmarks and destinations 

within that district.

Directories: Maps that also contain a directory of 

destinations with additional information including 

addresses, phone numbers, or interpretive 

descriptions.

Destination Identity
Landmark elements that direct to specific 

destinations Destination identity signs include:

Institutional Identity: Free-standing signs or signs 

attached to buildings that identify a government, 

cultural, educational, transportation or health 

institutions.

Identity/Gateway: Identity signs can also serve as 

gateways to educational, corporate, transportation 

and healthcare campuses.

Interpretive Identity: Signs that combine destination 

identification and interpretive information.

On-Premise Commercial Landmarks: 

Free-standing or signs attached to buildings that 
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identify commercial or corporate destinations that 

also serve as urban landmarks.

Parking Signs: Signs that identify parking garages 

and lots.

From top to bottom: San Juan Campistrano Map/Directory, Hunt Design; 
Wissahickon Park, Cloud Geshshan;
Hudson River Interpretive Kiosks, Joel Katz Design Associates

From top to bottom: World Trade Center Pedestrian Kiosk, C+G Partners;
Hong Kong Connect 12 Building Identity, Calori Vanden Eynden
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What Comprises a Wayfinding System

Media and Print Support
In addition to physical elements, web sites, mobile 

media, print maps, and directories provide additional 

support for wayfinding. In most successful systems 

graphics are closely integrated with physical design 

elements.

Urban and Street Identity
These support signs, urban furniture, and banners 

help support and identify unique urban districts and 

include:

Street Signs: Signs that designate city streets and 

can also identify unique districts.

Regulatory Signs: Signs that regulate street activity 

that can also identify unique urban districts.

Street Furniture: A range or street elements that 

can support urban identity including benches, trash 

receptacles, lights, landscape, and parking meters.

Public Art: Public art and display that can also serve 

as urban landmarks.

Civic  Banner Programs: Temporary banner and 

lighting programs that support identity as well as 

ongoing activities.

Visitors Centers: Kiosks and buildings that provide 

information on city and district activities.

From top to bottom: Pike Place Public Market;
City of Toronto Street Furniture, Kramer Design;
Utah Olympic Park Banners, Infinite Scale

Mercer County Park Wayfinding Application, Winfield & Company
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What Comprises a Wayfinding System
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 City of Charlotte

Planned and designed by Two Twelve Design Associates in 

association with DAWA and Brinkley Design the City of Charlotte 

wayfinding system is among the most extensive in the entire 

country, and one that embodies a wide variety of sign elements  

encompassing highways, city roads, pedestrian areas, parking and 

transit.  

The system was developed in stages starting with the pedestrian 

program in 2007 and is still under development.

Case Study: City of Charlotte
The City of Charlotte wayfinding system is 
among the most extensive in the entire country.
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A few key elements include:

Interstate Wayfinding
These innovative interstate signs use color to identify 

the four major urban districts defining downtown 

Charlotte.

Vehicular Wayfinding
Vehicular signs start at the interstate exits with 

gateways signs that identify the four key 

districts and introduce drivers to the graphic and 

informational language of the system.

Pedestrian Wayfinding
These signs contain map, directional, and transit 

information while defining key areas of the 

Downtown.

Parking Signs
Developed by Kimberly Horn and Associates 

and DAWA to connect with the larger wayfinding 

Systems. The parking system includes four large 

signs that identify open parking garages as well as 

identification signs that provide information on the 

amount of space available.

From top left to right: Color coded interstate signs; Vehicular Signs;
The pedestrian sign contains identification, wayfinding, map and transit information;
Dynamic signs identify the number of parking spaces in a garage.
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